We introduce a model of computation based on read only memory (ROM), which allows us to compare the space-efficiency of reversible, error-free classical computation with reversible, error-free quantum computation. We show that a ROM-based quantum computer with one writable qubit is universal, whilst two writable bits are required for a universal classical ROM-based computer. We also comment on the timeefficiency advantages of quantum computation within this model.
Introduction
To date, the main drive of research into quantum computation has been to show that the time requirements for solving certain problems are smaller for a quantum computer than they are for a classical computer. Perhaps the most well known result is Shor's algorithm [1] , which enables a quantum computer to factor large integers with a subexponential speed-up over the best known classical solution. Other examples of increased time-efficiency using quantum computation are the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [2] , which pro-vides an unbounded speed-up over classical deterministic algorithms 1 , and Grover's search algorithm [3] , which provides a polynomial speed-up. For a general introduction to quantum computation, the reader could consult Nielsen and Chuang [4] or Preskill [5] .
Whilst time is often considered the key resource to be minimized during the solving of a problem, another resource of considerable importance is space. Space complexity is the study of the number of (qu)bits required by a computer to solve a problem. At present the experimentally viable 'quantum computers' have fewer than ten qubits [6, 7] , thus the question of what can be computed using small quantum computers is of interest. As is conventional in space complexity theory, we shall differentiate between read-only memory (ROM) and writable memory [8] . The space complexity will be a function of the writable memory only. Previous work on space-bounded quantum computation has looked at quantum Turing machines [9] and quantum finitestate automata [10] , both of which are bounded-error models. In this paper we introduce a model which allows us to compare the space complexity of error-free, reversible quantum and classical computation.
Some of the results discussed in this paper are related to those found in Barenco et al. [11] , however we shall be requiring that most of the bits in our circuits are read only, a restriction which did not need to be addressed in [11] . It is this restriction which allows us to demonstrate the difference in space complexity of quantum and classical ROM computation.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we explain in detail our ROM-based computation model. In Section 3 we show that a ROMbased quantum computer with one writable qubit is universal. In Section 4 we show that two writable bits are required for a universal classical ROMbased computer. Finally, in Section 5 we comment on time-efficiency within the model.
ROM-based Computation
In this paper we are considering mappings between strings of boolean variables (bits) of the following form,
where each u i ∈ {0, 1} and each f i ∈ {0, 1}. It is evident from Eq. (1) that the first j bits have the same initial and final values, however in our model, we shall require that the values of the first j bits are also not altered during any of the steps of the computation, so we can consider them to be read-only memory or ROM bits. Each of the last n bits are mapped to zero or one, depending on the values of the ROM bits. Therefore we can think of each of these n bits as writable bits, whose final value is a boolean function of the ROM-bits,
where B j 2 denotes a binary string of length j. In the classical case, a given function f i is generated by a sequence of arbitrary classical reversible gates acting on the n writable bits. Additionally, any of these gates can be applied conditionally upon the value of one of the j ROM bits. We are using only reversible gates to preserve the number of writable bits. Any irreversible gate which increases the number of writable bits (e.g. FANOUT) has an associated space complexity cost, whilst irreversible gates which reduce the number of writeable bits (e.g. AND) dissipate energy, and therefore have a thermodynamic cost [12] .
In the quantum case, arbitrary quantum gates can be applied to the n qubits, and once again any of these gates can be applied conditionally upon the value of one of the j ROM bits. However, it should be remembered that each of the f i are boolean expressions, thus whilst the qubits can exist in superpositional states during the computation, at the conclusion they must be in a computational basis state. This means that the entire computation (including measurement) is deterministic and reversible, as measuring the n qubits at the end of the computation will have no effect on their state. Intermediate measurements can be made in neither the quantum or classical models, as the storing of the measurement result would be effectively expanding the workspace.
It is perhaps natural to question why we are allowing a given gate to be conditional on only one of the ROM bits. Generally, in both quantum and classical computation, arbitrary numbers of controls are allowed, as these can always be broken down into gates containing a fixed number of controls (two in the case of quantum computation [13] , and three in the case of classical computation [14] ). If arbitrary numbers of controls are allowed it is trivial to show that a one (qu)bit ROM computer is universal. However, breaking down such conditional gates requires the conditional bits to be writable, and therefore has an associated space complexity cost. It should also be pointed out that there is nothing unique about allowing only one control ROM bit per gate. The results presented in the Sections 3 and 4 would be unaffected by allowing any fixed number of simultaneous conditional ROM bits. In particular, a one bit classical computer will still not be universal, as will be shown in Section 4.
Throughout this paper we shall be using circuit diagrams to represent our ROM-based computations. As is standard in quantum computational circuit diagrams, the writable (qu)bits will be represented as horizontal lines, whose states change as various gates are applied from left to right. The ROM bits will be depicted above the circuit diagram, with a line from a ROM bit to a gate implying that this gate is applied only if the ROM bit has value one. Fig. 1 contains an example of a ROM computation circuit diagram. This diagram depicts the computation
where
Please note that we shall be using kets to denote the writable elements of a ROM-based computer, irrespective of whether these elements are bits or qubits. There are 2 ∧ (n2 j ) Boolean functions from j bits to n bits. We shall define as universal a ROM-based computer which of capable of calculating all of these functions. In Section 3 we show that one writable qubit is sufficient for a universal ROM-based quantum computer, whilst in Section 4 we show that two writable bits are required for a universal ROM-based classical computer. In either the classical or quantum case it is easy to see that if the ROM model is universal with m writable (qu)bits then it is universal for any m ′ ≥ m, so the main interest is in determining the minimal m for which universality holds.
The arguments contained in the following sections depend upon the fact that XOR and conjunction produce a distinguished normal form. In order to define this distinguished normal form, let us first review some propositional logic theory. It is well known that AND and negation are sufficient to express any boolean proposition [15] . Using the three simple equivalences,
it follows that AND and XOR are also sufficient, as every negated sentence,ā, can be replaced by a⊕1. This implies that all 2 ∧ (2 j ) propositions composed of j boolean variables can be expressed as an XOR disjunction of conjunctions, involving no negations. Hence, XOR and AND produce a normal form. XOR and AND also produce a distinguished normal form, as every expression involving only XOR disjunctions of conjunctions, with no negations, is unique up to transposition of conjunctions 2 . To see that each expression is unique, we note that there are exactly To prove that a ROM-based computer is universal, we need to show that each writable (qu)bit can be mapped from 0 to any of the 2 ∧ (2 j ) different boolean propositions. As every boolean expression can be written as an XOR disjunction of conjunctions, it is sufficient to show that we can transform |f to |f ⊕ u 1 u 2 . . . u m where f is an arbitrary boolean function and m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , j}.
One writable qubit is universal
We will now use the Pauli operators,
as well as the operators
to show that a ROM-based quantum computer with one writable qubit is universal. We denote by W u i an operator W which is applied conditionally on the ROM bit u i . The sequence of one-qubit gates,
performs a bit flip if and only if ROM bits u i = u j = 1. If the ROM bits were qubits, this would be equivalent to the Toffoli gate construction given in Section VI B of Barenco et al. [11] . Evidently, if both u i and u j are zero, no gate is performed, whilst if only one of u i or u j is one, then a gate is performed, followed immediately by its inverse, leaving the writable qubit unaltered. However, if both u i and u j are one, the sequence of four gates combine to give the Pauli X matrix, which has the effect of flipping the qubit in the computational basis. A circuit diagram for this computation is depicted in Fig. 2 
which gives the sequence
ignoring an overall phase factor. This new sequence of gates takes |f to |f ⊕ u i u j u k . By replacing the X u j terms in Eq. (9) by sequences of the form given in Eq. (8) it is easy to see, by recursion, that we can generate a sequence of gates which transforms |f to |f ⊕ u 1 u 2 . . . u m . This shows that a ROM-based quantum computer with one writable qubit is universal. We note that this scheme is time inefficient, it requires a number of ROM calls which scales exponentially with the number of ROM bits, however in Section 5 we will introduce a time efficient scheme.
Two writable bits are Universal
A ROM-based classical computer with one writeable bit, and the ability to apply a NOT gate conditioned on any fixed number of ROM bits will not be universal. This can be seen as a consequence of Theorem 5.2 from [17] , which states that there exist invertible functions of order n which cannot be obtained by composition of generalized Toffoli gates of order strictly less than n. Now consider a ROM-based classical computer with two writable bits. It is possible to deduce that this will be universal using Lemma 7.3 from Barenco et al. [11] . Here, we show that a two-bit ROM-based classical computer is universal using the four gates depicted in Fig. 3 , which perform the transforms |α |β
We now wish to show, using the four transforms from Eq. (11) that it is possible to transform the writable bits from the state |α |β to |α |β ⊕ u 1 u 2 . . . u m . Let us denote by S 0 the gate N (1) u 1 , which takes |α |β to |α ⊕ u 1 |β . It is not hard to show that the sequence performs the transform |α |β
Now, suppose we have a sequence of gates, S m−1 , which performs the transform |α |β
Then there exists a sequence of gates,
which perform the transform |α |β
Therefore a ROM-based classical computer with two writable bits is universal.
Time efficiency
A simple counting argument shows that there exists boolean expressions which will require an exponential number of ROM calls on either a quantum or classical ROM computer with a fixed number of writeable (qu)bits. However, it is an open question as to whether there exist specific boolean expressions which can be generated on a one qubit quantum computer using a polynomial number of ROM calls, which require an exponential number of ROM calls on a two bit classical computer. Here, we look at one function in particular, and show that it can be computed efficiently on a one qubit quantum ROM computer. Whether this function can be computed efficiently on a two bit classical ROM computer rests on an unanswered question in classical complexity theory. Consider the transform
Eq. (8) indicates that the transform |f → |f ⊕ u 1 u 2 can be accomplished using four ROM calls. Now, by making the following replacements,
we can transform |f → |f ⊕ u 1 u 2 u 3 u 4 using 16 ROM calls. A direct extension of this method, replacing each X ±1/2 n by
and each Z ±1/2 n by
allows us to take the AND of up to 2 k ROM bits using exactly 4 k ROM calls. Thus, to take the AND of O(j) ROM bits requires only O(j 2 ) quantum gates. (Note that if the number of ROM bits is not a power of two we need simply include some dummy ROM bits set equal to 1.) Now let us consider the classical case. First, suppose that we have a three bit classical ROM computer. We wish to efficiently perform the transform |f |g |h
Another way of stating this transform, is that we wish to perform the permutation, 
where each of these permutations is applied if and only if all ROM bits are in the 1 state. Now suppose that ρ is a permutation of 5 states, and F is a Boolean function that can be computed by a depth d Boolean circuit consisting of NOT gates and 2-input, 1-output AND/OR gates. Then Barrington's Theorem [18] states that there is a permutation branching program 4 of length ≤ 4 d on 5 states such that:
• it maps every state to itself if F = 0.
• it permutes the states according to ρ of F = 1.
As the AND of j Boolean variables can be computed by a Boolean circuit of depth ⌈log 2 j⌉, this theorem, and Eq. (23) indicates that a three bit ROM classical computer can perform F using O(j 2 ) ROM calls. A two bit classical ROM computer is equivalent to a 4 state permutation branching program. The power of a 4 state permutation program is unknown [18] . However, here we conjecture that the transform |0 |0
requires a number of ROM calls which scales exponentially with j. There is sequence of gates which can perform F ′ on a two bit classical ROM computer using exactly R(j) ROM calls, where R(j) = R(j −1) + 2 ⌊j/2⌋ , R(1) = 1.
This is clearly exponential in j, and exhaustive numerical searches for j < 5 have shown Eq. (25) to be minimal.
Discussion
In conclusion, we have introduced a model, which allows the comparison of space-efficiency between error-free, reversible quantum and classical computation. We have shown that quantum computation is more space efficient within this model, requiring only one qubit for universality, as opposed to two bits. We have also conjectured that the minimal quantum ROM computer can calculate certain boolean functions exponentially faster than the minimal classical ROM computer. It would be interesting to compare the classical and quantum models, allowing for bounded-error computation, that is, the writeable bits are mapped to the correct boolean functions of the ROM bits with some probability 1 −ǫ. Preliminary investigations indicate that the quantum model would still be more powerful than the classical model.
